THE CLOSERS
Good depth gives Colada's team a strong chance in Conference USA — SEE SPORTS, A8

PILL PROBLEMS
The fight over whether to sell Plan B without a prescription is over — SEE NEWS, A6

Honors College gets new crop of scholars
Freshmen drawn to program by scholarships, reserved dorm, smaller classes

TROY MILLER
The Inquirer

Among the roughly 4,000 freshmen recently admitted to UCF, a breed of some of the best and brightest high school students in the country joined the ranks of the Burnett Honors College.

With an average SAT score of 1232, the incoming class includes 27 National Merit Scholars, 45 AP Scholars and eight National Hispanic Scholars.

While UCF's name recognition has been steadily increasing, the number of students with academic accomplishments qualified them for admission to more prestigious universities. So the Burnett has been flooded with requests about UCF that hindered these students in Orlando.

UCF makes no secret about the number of males. According to the honors program, the amount of male students enrolled significantly began to surpass that of males, as the number of females attending College of Engineering continues to increase.

The number of males in the honors program is the option to live in a residence hall that is reserved for them.

"I really live in Flag-
/lant," said Ross Harrison, 18, referring to the residence hall in close proximity with other students in the program. "It gives a sense of community. I can see the other halls in your everyday purchases?"

"I haven't met that many people everywhere yet and everyone has been really nice," said Elizabeth Dawson, 19, "but I have made some close friends."
New CD's give Park Ave a big week

TROY HILLER

Long-awaited albums and the beginning of the fall semester have meant a big week for Park Avenue CD's, the student union's resident music store.

"Orchestrating has been huge this week," said assistant manager Raymond Arias, referring to the Idolmania album that the duo released on Tuesday. "There have been pretty popular too, and Tom Yorke's CD is still selling well. It has been a busy day.

People have also been hot commodity. "They're just flying off the shelf this week," Arias said.

Park Ave, as usual, carries a dozen of best-sellers has almost nothing to do with music. "These are doing really well this week," Arias said as he held up a copy of Bob Dylan's album. "They are selling really well," said Seth Buell, the store manager.

"We have a pretty solid first that sells really well, and people are always buying Radiohead.

A lot of these requests are purchased by students that want to see new CDs. They are being played a lot on campus as students want to see new CDs.

Although it is a requirement that they take them, perhaps the biggest draw of the honors program is the opportunity to take classes at a lower average than average honors classes. Over the course of the four-year program, they are expected to maintain a 3.0 GPA in their regular courses, and a 3.0 GPA in their honors classes.

Although it is a requirement that they take them, perhaps the biggest draw of the honors program is the opportunity to take classes at a lower average than average honors classes. Over the course of the four-year program, they are expected to maintain a 3.0 GPA in their regular courses, and a 3.0 GPA in their honors classes.

The event will take place in the Research Park building Room 303.

For more information call Kristie Chadwick at 407-829-3442.

LET US KNOW

The Future wants to hear from you. Do you have a club, organization or event worth your attention? Let us know your information to be considered for the Around Campus column, send a fax to 407-447-4556 or e-mail to aroundcampus@oc.edu. Deadline are 5 p.m. Friday for the Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m. Monday for the Friday edition.


today is a new day when you wake up at night and can eat back to your face.

Banner 2011 M.D. with CNS Neurology in Orlando, is conducting an investigation into post-operative health for AIDS and other who are having surgery during their stay.

Qualified participants will receive study-related care and study-related medications or placebo, at no charge to the participant, all expenses for this study will be covered by the sponsor. Call today to be screened for this opportunity.

Insonnia

16 - 20 lbs

$1.50 A1

AMAZON VILLAGE MALL
HWY 50 / Rouse Road

For more information, contact Kevin Chen at 407-624-6747.

The event will be free and last an hour.

For more information, contact Kerry Ware at 407-853-2584.

Eighth Honors Society Meeting Sigma Delta Delta, the English honors society, will host its first meeting this semester on Monday from 4:40-5:30 p.m. in the English Department.

"I'm very interested in the meeting," said junior, who is interested in joining an English honors society.

For more information, contact Angela Poisson at 407-853-8686.

Angel Investigating Seminar There will be a special seminar aimed at students interested in the legal aspect of angel investing.

"Investors are often entrepreneurs that try to help other entrepreneurs with business ideas," the student said. "They are willing to put money down in return for a percentage of the company's profits.

The event will be held in the Research Park building Room 303.

For more information call Kristie Chadwick at 407-829-3442.

Around Campus

News and notes from the community

Welcome Eye

There will be a Welcome Eye held today in the Student Union Pregame Commons for all student organizations.

Students will be able to meet with representatives from student groups and organizations on campus. Their representatives are happy to help students get involved on campus and will provide information about the different facets of the university. "There will be food, music and prizes. Attending freshmen will also have the chance to win prizes.

For more information, call Amy Bledsoe at 407-622-4390.

HDV Fitness Orientation

Fitness orientation sessions will be available from 3 to 8 p.m. today at the Recreation and Wellness Center.

Students must schedule a 45-minute appointment, during which they will be introduced to the different facets of the Fitness Center. For more information, call Stephanie Gaul at 407-829-4138.

Real World Speakers

Danny and Melinda from MIT's The Week That Was will be appearing at the Student Union Cape Florida Room on Monday.

The presentation will be held at 7:30 p.m. and is free and open to the public.

For more information, call Kevin Chen at 407-624-6747.

Investor Practice

Presentations will be held from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Center for Entrepreneurship building 7F.

Students can take this chance to practice their skills and receive feedback in preparation for job and internship interviews.

For more information, contact Arturo Alcaraz at 407-853-2584.

English Honors Society Meeting Sigma Delta Delta, the English honors society, will host its first meeting this semester on Monday from 4:40-5:30 p.m. in the English Department.

"I'm very interested in the meeting," said junior, who is interested in joining an English honors society.
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"Investors are often entrepreneurs that try to help other entrepreneurs with business ideas," the student said. "They are willing to put money down in return for a percentage of the company's profits.

The event will be held in the Research Park building Room 303.

For more information call Kristie Chadwick at 407-829-3442.
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Central Florida Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

The Central Florida Student is the official newspaper of the University of Central Florida. Each week, it is distributed to students, faculty, staff, and community members, covering news, events, and activities on campus. The newspaper is produced by students and is supported by the University of Central Florida. For more information, visit http://www.CentralFloridaStudent.com.
THIS IS NOT A DESK.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW COLLECTIONS OF DORM ROOM FURNITURE AT WALMART.COM/COLLEGE.

THIS IS MORE LIKE IT.

COLLEGE HAPPENS, BE READY.

WAL-MART
What's the news at colleges around the country

Colleges trying to strike balance on student drinking problem

DURHAM, N.C. — As students return to campuses across the nation for the start of fall classes, the drinking games are set to begin — along with a healthy debate over alcohol's place on campus. How much is too much — and should a university try to monitor the drinking habits of students who, while not of drinking age, are old enough to vote or go to war?

It's a debate that got plenty of attention at Duke in the spring, when three members of the men's lacrosse team were charged with the alleged rape of a stripper at an alcohol­-soaked party off campus. But it's an issue for schools across the country, not just for elite private schools in small Midwestern towns.

While the lacrosse case has received headlines, alcohol has been linked to a broad range of problems, from academic trouble to bingeing and alcohol-related deaths in off campus settings.

In May, researchers at the Duke Poison School of Medicine released a study that found that members of fraternities and sororities were twice as likely to get drunk at least once perweek compared to non-Greek students. As a result, they were at higher risk of hurting themselves or others, according to the three-semester survey that involved more than 30,000 students at 21 in-state universities.

Researchers have tried policies that include stepped-up punishment of campus drinking rules, working with off­
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university authorities to notify the university when students are planing and making more alcohol-free social events on campus. But problems persist.

Over half of college students seek financial aid, according to study

WASHINGTON — About half of college seniors, or more than half of those who receive some form of financial aid from outside their families to help pay for their education, according to tabulations released today by the U.S. Census Bureau.

These tabulations, "Financing the Future: 2001-2002," provide information on the characteristics of postsecondary students and the costs and financing associated with their schooling during the 2001-2002 academic year. The data are presented on types of costs, patterns of financial aid received by full-time students was $6,291. Full-time graduate students received an average of $12,081.

The average amount of aid received by full-time students was $6,291. Full-time graduate students received an average of $12,081.
I have heard that chlamydia is a common infection, please tell me more.

Despite the public health department's various attempts to promote "safe sex," sexually transmitted diseases continue to be a major problem for college students.

In particular, chlamydia is frequently acquired. To prevent chlamydia, a sample of urine or a series of single relations with eye, joint and heart problems. With consistent proper use of condoms will reduce the risk of chlamydia. In the college population, we will often see patients who relate that they are having "serial monogamy," or a series of single relations over time. Since chlamydia may be asymptomatic, this serial monogamy provides no protection against the infection.

There are a variety of tests that can screen for chlamydia. A culture can be obtained from the site; or with genital infection may cause burning with urination, vaginal pain or penile pain. In women, genital infection may cause burning with urination, vaginal discharge, pelvic pain or spotting. In women, the infection can potentially ascend to the fallopian tubes and lead to a serious genital tract infection that can result in severe pain and potentially a life threatening infection.

Additionally, there are concerns that untreated chlamydia can impair future fertility and sometimes be associated with an unusual autoimmune disease called Reiter's syndrome. This condition is associated with eye, joint, and heart problems.

Consistent proper use of condoms will reduce the risk of chlamydia. In the college population, we will often see patients who relate that they are having "serial monogamy," or a series of single relations over time. Since chlamydia may be asymptomatic, this serial monogamy provides no protection against the infection.

There are a variety of tests that can screen for chlamydia. A culture can be obtained from the site; or with genital infection may cause burning with urination, vaginal discharge, pelvic pain or spotting. In women, genital infection may cause burning with urination, vaginal pain or penile pain. In women, the infection can potentially ascend to the fallopian tubes and lead to a serious genital tract infection that can result in severe pain and potentially a life threatening infection.
Emergency contraceptive available without prescription

ANDREW BRIDGES

WASHINGTON — Women may buy the morning-after pill without a prescription — but only if proof they’re 18 or older, federal health officials ruled Thursday, capping a controversial 10-year effort to ease access to the emergency contraceptive.

Girls 17 and younger still will need a doctor’s note to buy the pill, called Plan B, the Food and Drug Administration told manufacturers Barr Pharmaceuticals Inc.

The compromise decision is a partial victory for women’s advocacy and medical groups that see eliminating sales restrictions could cut in half the nation’s number of unplanned pregnancies. Opponents have argued that wider access could increase promiscuity.

The pills are a concentrated dose of the same drug found in many regular birth-control pills. When a woman takes the pills within 72 hours of unprotected sex, they can lower the risk of pregnancy by up to 89 percent. If she already is pregnant, the pill won’t work.

The earlier it’s taken, the more effective it is. But Barr did prove that over-the-counter use is safe for older teens and adults — and licensed pharmacies are used to checking for proof of age 18 before selling tobacco and certain other products, von Eschenbach wrote in explaining the agency’s age cutoff.

"This approach should help ensure safe and effective use of the product," he concluded.

Plan B’s maker was disappointed that FDA imposed the age restriction and pledged to continue working the agency to try to eliminate it.

"While we still feel that Plan B should be available to a broad

Pharmacist Matt Honeybush fills a dose of Plan B, which is often referred to as the morning-after pill. Women can buy the pill without a prescription, the drugmaker Barr Pharmaceuticals, Inc., said Thursday.

Niches states — Washington, California, New Mexico, Alaska, Hawaii, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and Vermont — already allow women of any age to buy Plan B without a doctor’s prescription from certain pharmacies.

Proponents of those pharmacy access programs believe that wider access could give women 16 and older a false sense of security, one that could have the unintended consequence of hurting young women’s health, said Dr. Andrew Wood, who resigned last month as FDA’s women’s health chief to protest the agency’s age cutoff.

But higher-ranking officials rejected that decision, citing concerns about young teens buying the pill without a doctor’s oversight. Barr struggled, asking women that were 18 or older to allow to buy Plan B without a prescription. Then, last August, the FDA postponed a final decision indefinitely, saying the agency needed to determine how to enforce those age restrictions.

FDA’s handling of Plan B sparked a furor. Critics charged that political ideology had trumped science, a repro­ductive-rights group sued to force FDA to settle the issue, and congressional auditors concluded the agency may have made decisions without reviewing all the evidence.

Still, nationwide nonpre­scription sales were widely considered a doomed issue until last month, when the FDA reversed itself and said it would reconsider if Barr agreed so an age 18 restriction.

That surprise announce­ment came on the eve of a Senate committee hearing on whether to confirm von Eschenbach as FDA’s new head.

Thursday’s decision is expected to remove a Senate roadblock to his full confirmation.

"While I am glad that the drumbeat for a return to a sci­ence-based FDA has had some positive impact, this decision still represents a compromise, one that could have the unintended consequence of hurting young women’s health," said Dr. David Satcher, who resigned last June as FDA’s health chief to protest the agency’s age cutoff.

But opponents Wendy Wright, president of Concerned Women for America, said Plan B’s wider availability could give women a false sense of security, one that could put young people at risk.

"Monetary rape is a very seri­ous problem. This decision is going to allow statutory rapists to rely on this drug to cover up their abuse," Wright said.

We welcome you to campus and look forward to serving you throughout your college career.

The on-campus bookstore has everything you need for school and campus life.

- LARGEST selection of USED textbooks.
- Lowest Textbook Pricing Guaranteed!
- Online Textbook Ordering
- ALL required textbooks and school supplies.
- Largest selection of UCF merchandise.
- Year-round buyback service.
- Full service cafe featuring Starbucks®
- A portion of every sale goes back to UCF!

*Ask a bookseller for details!

MORE USED BOOKS - SHOP ON-CAMPUS AND SAVE!
SWE to hold annual kickoff to gain female involvement

From Al

The program also shows how the younger students can use their creativity and make a difference through engineering.

These outreach programs have speakers, workshops and activities to provide girls with more information about the field.

Also, SWE holds an annual kickoff that is open to engineering majors as well as majors in mathematics, physics, chemistry and other sciences.

This is an opportunity for women to view the success of other women in their field.

The kickoff will be held Wednesday, August 30 at 7 p.m. in the Cape Florida Ballroom in the Student Union.

There will be speakers, door prizes, free food and lots of information. This is an opportunity for women in the science fields be in the company of each other.

Although women are hard to come by in engineering, Dr. Reinhardt said that if women saw engineering as a way to help humanity, it may become more appealing. Perhaps more than anything, it is how the field is viewed.

Beth Regan, vice president of the UCF chapter of SWE, said that once more women are given the opportunity to be successful in higher positions in engineering, they can serve as role models for other women.

Sarah Rogers, who is the president of the UCF chapter of SWE, said that if more women were in engineering, the balance between men and women's working styles would benefit the field.

Through their support, SWE hopes to develop women's interest and enrollment not only in the field of engineering, but in all engineering related fields.

Republican chair maintains sites are neither good nor bad

From Al

"I was totally politically centered!" Mike Brown, chairman of the College Republicans, maintained that his opinion on the sites was neither good nor bad. "If you want to buy something and have it benefit something and have it benefit the field."

"It's necessary," said FSU senior, said it's not just about politics. "If” black students seem to be minority acceptance rates because of a higher number of summer students this year.

"Competitiveness was probably the key factor, but in terms of planning, you can't over-emphasized your target goals because of budget and other concerns." Chavis said.

Minority students may have been injected more often this year because they tend to score lower on standardized tests, a key factor in the admissions process that increases in importance as UCF ups its competitive edge.

"Florida dashboard site to consider students based on race," Chavis said. "We have to go by race."

"But I have seen a lot of orientation groups go through this summer," Lopez said, "and there seems to be a lot less minorities.

"Al Chappelle, a 22-year-old FAMU senior, said it's not just at UCF that the number of black students seems to be declining. "At FSU it's the same way," Chappelle said. "They don't want more black students. It's a fact."

But this conflicts with a recent report that the black population at the University of Florida is up substantially.

"There will be speakers, door prizes, free food and lots of information. This is an opportunity for women in the science fields be in the company of each other."

Beth Regan, vice president of the UCF chapter of SWE, said that once more women are given the opportunity to be successful in higher positions in engineering, they can serve as role models for other women.

Sarah Rogers, who is the president of the UCF chapter of SWE, said that if more women were in engineering, the balance between men and women's working styles would benefit the field.

Through their support, SWE hopes to develop women's interest and enrollment not only in the field of engineering, but in all engineering related fields.
August polls are absolutely useless

Perhaps the only useful thing the polls do is show what we already know: the top teams in college football are dominant, at best, to some people.

Throughout the summer, the P preseason polls. Top 30 for the college football season. You probably didn’t notice, since you were likely where I wanted you to be as far away from Orlando as possible. But, just so I don’t let you wallow with this column, I’ll set up my musings succinctly: I completely disagree with the coaches and the Associated Press.

Here are a few examples:

- The University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) is ranked 15th by the coaches and eighth by the AP. I have them 30th.
- I have Washington taking the No. 1 spot on my preseason poll, going 13-0 and winning the National Championship. They have 10, ranked 26th and 27th by the coaches and AP, respectively, also going 13-0 and placing the Cardinals in the Florida-Miami, call, for the title. Where am I, or the media/coaches, going wrong?

The answer to the first question is what I am going to explore today. The answer to the second question depends on whether you agree with my assessment of the first one. So let’s begin, before I continue your education.

First, I am of the thought that a preseason poll should reflect a voter’s opinion on how the season is going to end. While the coaches/media/television don’t have a problem with this at the

19 new faces highlight Erwin’s roster

Men’s soccer returns just six from 2005 team that went 7-8-1 in difficult C-USA

MELISSA HERREY
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Bowden still searching for starters

Three positions open as 'Noles get ready for opener

TALLAHASSEE (AP) — With less than two weeks until Florida State opens its season in Miami, many questions still have not been answered in the tight end, place-kicker, and punter positions.

Coach Bobby Bowden said he hopes to decide who will start each position by the end of the week, but was not sure if that was going to happen.

The longer tight end Charlie Graham is expected to start, the shorter tight end Austin Hardin is still in line for a spot, and the most likely is that Florida State will be forced to start one of its true freshman tight ends, either Unti Piarowski or Brandon Warren, on Sept. 4.

Bowden said that if a freshman has the inside track to start if Graham is unable to go, Florida State will open up competition at place kicker after a poor performance by starter Graham Gano.

Bowden opened up competition at punter position after a poor performance by starter Casey Ciszek in the Orange Bowl, Cement missed two field goals in overtime and an extra point in regulation in Florida State's triple overtime 26-22 loss to Penn State, but he has held off sophomore Graham Gano.

Gano and senior Brent Moody, a transfer from Jacksonville, have been in a heated battle since spring practice at the punter position.

Bowden will have another opportunity to evaluate his kickers and punters on Thursday during the team's special teams scrimmage.

Williams transfers to JUJC school

MIAMI (AP) — Former University of Miami linebacker Willie Williams has enrolled at a community college in California, his new coach said Wednesday.

Williams is attending West Los Angeles College, coach Craig Austin said.

"He is an immediate impact player who made the defense play at a higher tempo and level, and that was just the first day of practice," Austin said. "I'm extremely excited that he's here in the program." Austin said he did not expect Williams' behavior to be a problem.

Williams asked Miami to release him from his scholarship in July ending a saga that started in February 2004, when his record of 12 arrests was revealed publicly on the same day he signed a letter of intent with the Hurricanes.

"One of my assistant coaches had a conversation with one of the Miami coaches and they said he's a good guy and has been a model citizen," said Austin, who is coaching the team for the first time.

Williams had his probation terminated Friday, six months early. He had been serving 36 months probation after pleading to a felony and a misdemeanor charge stemming from a run-in with the law.

He faced a misdemeanor battery charge for allegedly punching a woman without consent, and a disorderly charge of setting off fire extinguishers at his home. His probation was scheduled to end in February.

Banged up Jags prep for Bucs

TALLAHASSEE (AP) — The Jacksonville Jaguars will be without eight players, including Pro Bowl defensive tackle Marcus Stroud, when they host Tampa Bay in a preseason game Saturday night.

Stroud bruised his left foot last weekend against Carolina and hasn't practiced since. He remained in a walking boot Wednesday.

Other injured Jaguars on the sideline Saturday include:

— Defensive end Constaty Gregory, tight end Jeremy Jones (knee), tight end Marcedes Lewis (ankle), defensive end Ethan Pawlowski (shoulder), safety Gerald Sensabaugh (knee), offensive lineman Mike Williams (neck) and defensive back Tony Williams (groin).

Coach Jack Del Rio said linebackers Tony Gilbert (quadriceps) was doubtful.

Del Rio also said Mike Williams could be done for the season, maybe longer.

Williams, the fourth overall pick by Buffalo in 2002, has missed most of training camp with a sore back, the same injury that kept him out part of the 2005 season, maybe longer.

He signed a two-year contract that included a $1.4 million signing bonus in March, giving the Jags depth along the defensive line and getting a chance to play through the injury, coach Bobby Bowden opened up competition at place kicker after a poor performance by starter Graham Gano. Williams was revealed publicly on the first day of practice, and they said he's a good guy and has been a model citizen." Austin said. "I'm extremely excited that he's here in the program." Austin said he did not expect Williams' behavior to be a problem.
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Williams asked Miami to release him from his scholarship in July ending a saga that started in February 2004, when his record of 12 arrests was revealed publicly on the same day he signed a letter of intent with the Hurricanes.

"One of my assistant coaches had a conversation with one of the Miami coaches and they said he's a good guy and has been a model citizen," said Austin, who is coaching the team for the first time.

Williams had his probation terminated Friday, six months early. He had been serving 36 months probation after pleading to a felony and a misdemeanor charge stemming from a run-in with the law.

He faced a misdemeanor battery charge for allegedly punching a woman without consent, and a disorderly charge of setting off fire extinguishers at his home. His probation was scheduled to end in February.

Banged up Jags prep for Bucs

TALLAHASSEE (AP) — The Jacksonville Jaguars will be without eight players, including Pro Bowl defensive tackle Marcus Stroud, when they host Tampa Bay in a preseason game Saturday night.

Stroud bruised his left foot last weekend against Carolina and hasn't practiced since. He remained in a walking boot Wednesday.

Other injured Jaguars on the sideline Saturday include:

— Defensive end Constaty Gregory, tight end Jeremy Jones (knee), tight end Marcedes Lewis (ankle), defensive end Ethan Pawlowski (shoulder), safety Gerald Sensabaugh (knee), offensive lineman Mike Williams (neck) and defensive back Tony Williams (groin).

Coach Jack Del Rio said linebackers Tony Gilbert (quadriceps) was doubtful.
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Williams asked Miami to release him from his scholarship in July ending a saga that started in February 2004, when his record of 12 arrests was revealed publicly on the same day he signed a letter of intent with the Hurricanes.

"One of my assistant coaches had a conversation with one of the Miami coaches and they said he's a good guy and has been a model citizen," said Austin, who is coaching the team for the first time.

Williams had his probation terminated Friday, six months early. He had been serving 36 months probation after pleading to a felony and a misdemeanor charge stemming from a run-in with the law.

He faced a misdemeanor battery charge for allegedly punching a woman without consent, and a disorderly charge of setting off fire extinguishers at his home. His probation was scheduled to end in February.
Four seniors look to lead

As senior Jana Mitchell and sophomore Cassie Ramaekers go into their final season as a player, there is a buzz of excitement throughout the team and the coaching staff. Mitchell, Ramaekers, along with seniors Lauren Williams and Lauren Serna, and junior Alesha Scott, will be counted on to lead the team to a third straight victory in the NCAA Tournament.

Before the 2006 season, Mitchell was named to the pre-season All-American team, and Ramaekers was named as a reserve. The duo of Mitchell and Ramaekers has been a mainstay for the team in the past couple of seasons, and their leadership will be crucial in guiding the team to victory.

"We've been through a lot together," Mitchell said. "We've been through ups and downs, and we want to finish the season strong." Ramaekers agreed, adding, "We want to go out on top."
Tribble aims to get students in GKC

Erwin calls week in Bradenton "priceless"

President Kirk Speraw and head coach Donny Erwin are hoping to establish a student body at UCF through introductory press conference in April.

Although Kirk Speraw's athletic director program that won conference "I've always believed that one and two we're doing everything we can to get that scholarship." The Golden Knights will face the No. 9, Demon Deacons on Aug. 25 at 7 p.m., followed by No. 1 North Carolina on Aug. 27 at 7 p.m. "We play arguably the toughest opening weekend in the nation," Erwin said. "That support, according to Tribble, will come when the student-athletes go to the home stadium.

That's vital. "You play arguably the toughest opening weekend in the nation," Erwin said. "That's not to say that for some people, that's not just training, our athletes too, their scholarships were given by the university or someone outside the university. We want to be a great athletic program, to be a program that draws students, student-athletes, the community and this country would be proud of. 'We're doing everything we can to get that scholarship.'
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NOW IN STOCK
OVER 20 GTI'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AVAILABLE

2006 ALL NEW GTI

RATES AS LOW AS 0%

2006 NEW JETTA 2.5 Value Edition

LEASE FOR
$249 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

* 48 mos lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TDS. See dealer for details. Leasing WAC. Data Volkswagen Credit. Expires 08/31/06

P/locks, P/Windows, Tilt, Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best Pick" in Side Impact Test.
— Based on Insurance Institute for Highway Safety Side Impact Test

THE ALL NEW 2006 PASSAT

LEASE FOR
$309 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

* 48 mos lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $309 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TDS. See dealer for details. Leasing WAC. Data Volkswagen Credit. Expires 08/31/06

Auto, Air, 6-Disc CD Changer, P/Windows, P/locks, Alloy Wheels, Sunroof, Loaded!

2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUAREG

RATES AS LOW AS 0%

HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

2006 NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE

LEASE FOR
$309 PER MONTH + MONTHLY TAX FOR 48 MONTHS

* 48 mos lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $309 which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment + TDS. See dealer for details. Leasing WAC. Data Volkswagen Credit. Expires 08/31/06

4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty
Go Topless!

0% As low as 0%. Financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Not available in TDI's. See Salesperson for Details. Offer good through 08/31/06.

LARGEST SELECTION OF DIESELS IN CENTRAL FLORIDA!

COLLEGE GRADUATE PLAN*

• 12 TO 60 MONTH TERMS.
• RATES AS LOW AS 2.9%.
• NO DOWN-LEASE OR PURCHASE.
• NO SECURITY DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON LEASES.
• SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS!
• APPLIES TO A.A. AND B.A. DEGREES.

THE ALL NEW 2006 RABBIT

Starting at $15,620

College Graduate Plan

Drivers wanted:

Central FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

We Can Assist You With:

✓ FIRST TIME BUYER
✓ COLLEGE-GRAD PROGRAM
✓ CREDIT PROBLEMS

ARISTOCRAT VOLKSWAGEN
4175 S. Hwy 17-92
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
407-365-3300

Visit our website aristocratvw.com
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Social crowd sways to local band John Frank

August 18 wasn’t just a regular Friday night at The Social. People of different ages gathered for the performances of several bands with many attendees focused on one in particular. Even professors were among the mix waiting to hear musical group John Frank.
**ONLY IN THE MOVIES**

**Must the show go on?**

**Summer disappoints with unlikeable movies and underwhelming titles**

**WILLIAM GOSS**

Personally, this summer brought out one of the most mortifying experiences in years. Finally, a movie with genuine thrills, chills, and excitement, with great special effects, solid performances and a relentless pace, a film with all those pitch-perfect elements of a classic blockbuster.

It featured Samuel L. Jackson.

And it was released in 1994. For a fortunate few, a mid-night screening of the original _Pulp Fiction_ at the AMC Loomis Universal 20 _Tabletown_ on the first weekend of June proved to be more entertaining and less trying than the previous month's _Snakes on a Plane_.

**MOVIE REVIEW**

_Snakes on a Plane_ is a film that not only manages to *be* a better experience than *any* other film that would light up marquees the rest of the summer. (Then again, it didn't hurt that it was easy to find time at the scenery to watch the film's special effects at every line of *Sick Sam*.)

However, as this summer movie season dragged on, the lights went out, the title seemed too slowly developing, as too many unlikeable characters, too few numerous, few kooky, too many meandering plots, and a hearty helping of underwhelming titles ended up constituting what could probably be considered the most disappointing summer season in recent memory.

Every year, you look for that one out-of-body experience, like the Star Wars or Raiders of the Lost Ark, and then just want something like that—said Roger Moore, the Orlando Sentinel's resident movie critic: "This was a summer where people can get excited over a movie like _Snakes on a Plane_ because of the title."}

**Snakes fits inside its skin**

_Crackerjack_ thriller has it all — even Samuel L. Jackson

**BART ZIWO**

_Snakes on a Plane_ hardly prepares you for what you thought you had spent $7 on.

Sure, it delivers exactly what it promises — it's got snakes, it's got a plane — and that last bit may be the only excuse you need to grab the roommates and head down to the movie theater.

But the film's premise is really just the tip of a 90-minute-long iceberg, a collection of every bad action film from the last 20 years. All the standard fare is there: a car chase, a spaceship, a3D computer-generated animation and even a steamy sex scene in the bathroom.

_The movie_.

The plot is simple enough — the unsuspecting Sean Jones (played by Samuel L. Jackson) wanders into a brutal beachside murder courtesy of Los Angeles mobster Eddie Kim.

_Snakes on a Phone_

**Director** Brad F. U planner

**Starr: Samuel L. Jackson, Julianna Margulies, Luther Vandross, David Jones, Gary Thompson**

_11:15_ in Universal City

Now the only witness to the crime, Jones tries to... somewhere.

A motorcycle ride and a plane later, we find ourselves in the middle of Jones' living room, with the mafia on his doorstep. How do we know that Jones was tagged by the mafia in the first place? We don't, but before you can ask yourself, "What happened to the snakes?" Samuel L. Jackson enters, recites lines and mainly persuades him to fly to Los Angeles to testify against his mob mate to mitigate the public image of the man. The snakes light up marquees the rest of the year.

**In addition to the high quality pool tables, we also offer darts, video arcade games and a full liquor lounge!**

- **NFL Sunday Ticket w/ beer bucket specials and give-aways.**
- **Texas Hold 'em poker**
- **V.I.P room available for special events**

Must be 21 and up

TWO LOCATIONS: 11351 Lake Underhill Rd. (next to Hooters) 407-737-6606
7644 University Blvd. Winter Park (in the Winn Dixie Shopping Ctr.) 407-471-7797

Two Locations: 11351 Lake Underhill Rd. (next to Hooters) - 407.737.6606
7644 University Blvd. Winter Park (in the Winn Dixie Shopping Ctr.) - 407.471.7797

**EVENTS CALENDAR**

- **30th Anniversary Celebration** 10 a.m. - Close
- **Live Band - “Take Out” w/ special guest Bobby G**

Every Week

- **Mon - Sat - Live Band - “Take Out” w/ special guest Bobby G**
- **Sun - Live Band - “Take Out” w/ special guest Bobby G**

**Proud sponsor of the UCF 65**

**Golden Knights**

**SMOKES WELCOME**

CLASS A PLACE

**SMOKE TEE**

12721 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida 32826
407-277-7665

**THE SENTINEL**

**NATURA Café**

*Your Home Away From Home*

5200 Celebration Avenue, Celebration Florida 34747
407-597-9999

**SIMULCASTS**

Tues, Night

$2 Pitchers & $3 Jager Bombs

Wed. 2-4-1 Shots

Thurs, Free Pool

$1 Drafts & $2 Shots

$3 Vodka & Red Bull

**Best College Bar in Town**

LOCATED ACROSS FROM UCF IN THE UCF PLAZA

12233 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD • 407.381.1099

www.thequidcellar.com

**INFORMATION**

- **Free Admission**
- **50c Hot Dogs, 50c Soft Drinks & 50c Beer**

**NEW LINES CINEMA**

**Orlando Jai-Alai**

_and Race Book**

**LADY DAY**

Monday - Sept. 4th

**HAPPY HOUR**

**Free Admission**

**50c Hot Dog, 50c Soft Drinks & 50c Beer**

**PROMOTIONS GOOD ALL DAY**

College Students Always Free

**Any Performance**

11:30 a.m., 2:05 p.m., 4:40, 7:20, 10:00, 12:30 a.m.

**Simulcast**

**Simulcast**

**Live**

**The Sentinel**

**NFL Sunday Ticket**

**Florida’s Premier Billiard Room!**

- **NFL Sunday Ticket w/ beer bucket specials and give-aways.**
- **Texas Hold ’em poker**
- **V.I.P room available for special events**

Must be 21 and up

Two Locations: 11351 Lake Underhill Rd. (next to Hooters) - 407.737.6606
7644 University Blvd. Winter Park (in the Winn Dixie Shopping Ctr.) - 407.471-7797

**Events Calendar**

- **8/26 - Stitch & Giddy**
- **8/31 - 2nd Anniversary Celebration**
- **4 p.m. - Close**
- **Live Band - “Take Out” w/ special guest Bobby G**
University of Central Florida
Parking Services

Permit Regulations:
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.
Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services:
- Jumpstart your car
- Call a tow truck
- Inflate tires
- Give directions
Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

How to get your parking permit

1. Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu (complete instructions are online)

2. Pay for your permit
   - Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and have your permit mailed to you.
   - Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
   - Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812

Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424
CAB makes Sparrxxx fly
Meet-N-Greet welcomes all students

**WOODY WOODMACK**

What better way to kick off the 2006-07 year school than with a big party? That's what the Campus Activities Board, better known as CAB, will be doing tonight at 6 p.m. in the Memorial Mall on campus. The event is the annual Meet-N-Greet, and every UCF student is invited. The Meet-N-Greet will feature a live performance by top-selling artist Sparrxxx, free giveaways from CAB, Disney and Apple, free food and even bounce house type inflatables.

In past years, the Meet-N-Greet was just that — a small, casual event usually with a movie showing, but this year it is different.

"We wanted to do something that would appeal to our core demographic," said CAB Assistant Director Brian Hicks. "We're expecting close to 1,000 students... This is going to be the biggest Meet-N-Greet ever."

Many acts were considered but ultimately Sparrxxx was selected. "We wanted to have a rap or hip-hop act because homecoming is bringing in an alternative group," Hicks said. However, when pressed to reveal the acts for homecoming, Hicks was mum. "You'll have to wait a few more weeks," he said.

The House of Blues was integral in bringing Sparrxxx to campus. "They're our music partner. They help us bring in all of our acts," Hicks said.

All CAB committees will be at the event with free stuff and opportunities to get involved. "We always need more people to get involved," said Cinema Director Evi Christoudou. "Some of the concert committee members are even going to act as set-up (Sparrxxx)." The event will be alcohol-free with all beverages being supplied by City Beverages of Orlando.

Sparrxxx, whose current album, The Charm is close to reaching platinum status, has been described as "a perfect blend of catchy pop-punk lyrics; the title-along does the song justice. Includes and betters some songs are almost exactly like the other bands, just replaced with different words. Barry is just the caboose on a long train of bands to tip the scale a bit, it still gets the same effect on all. It has the talent to break away from the pack and make a name for itself."

Sparrxxx has catchy lyrics and good musicians. You can even claim some songs by the bands music before it kicks off the mainstream. So you are growing tired of waiting for Full Out to play in your next concert and need a fresh shot of pop-punk fix, check out Sparrxxx.

Meet-N-Greet welcomes all students

**MUIC REVIEW**

**Rory on fast track into the mainstream**

**KATIE PATRISH**

Their name is Rory and they hail from Altamonte Springs. They are a five-piece pop-punk band on their way to going mainstream.

The band has signed with Eleven Records and is releasing its debut album, We're Up To No Good, We're Up To No Good on Sept. 25. Rory's album was produced by some big names, including Matt Hoppus (Motion City Soundtrack, My Chemical Romance). "We're expecting close to 1,000 students... This is going to be the biggest Meet-N-Greet ever."
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Is Paola’s worth the wait?

Grill has large portions of delicious comfort food, slow service

ALEXANDRA SCHWARTZ

I knew good food. As a close friend once put it, “if it was recommended by a local, I would visit it at least once a week.”

The upside is that most of the restaurants around here are pretty good. The downside is that I become a food snob. Every restaurant I attend is under strict surveillance. Though I walk in and must prove my worthiness for my continued patronage.

Paola’s Grille is a quaint little restaurant purporting to be Alafia Trail Pub. Walking in, you have a clear view of a clean kitchen and about 12 tables. The walls are yellow brick, off set by the rustic red window shutters. Window colors such as yellow and red tend to induce nervousness, but cool colors such as blue and green do the opposite. So do you think McDonald’s came up with the “Golden Arches” on the red background?

The food at Paola’s is authentic and plentiful. The menu items are limited but varied enough so that there is something for everyone. My favorite is the Combo No. 1, which includes half a roasted chicken, two side dishes and a soda for $5. The chicken was juicy and cooked to perfection. Paola’s Grille did not disappoint. Though a little dry, but the sweet plantains make up for it with their sticky, sweet over­note.

Other menu items include “tasteless encocado” (crock simmered with potatoes, pork, rice and plantains) for $5, and “chicharrones de pollo” (bits and pieces of “salty” seasoned chicken). Don’t forget to turn the menu over to read about the sandwiches and beverages. They offer “sugar natural” (natural juices) in pina colada, maracuya and tamarind flavors. For patrons 21 and older, I recommend the sangria, a mixture of wine and fruit.

For atmosphere and large portions of comfort food, this is a great restaurant. The sharing our visit, the service didn’t meet the food. Although the restaurant’s one waiter was friendly and accommodating, we found him apologizing for having us wait about 25 min­utes before taking our order. Only two other tables were occupied when we arrived a party of about 12 and a table of four. No one was eating. About 20 minutes after we arrived, two meals slowly danced out of the kitchen and were present­ed before two diners in the group of 12. Overhearing one of them say, “We waited for half an hour, go ahead and start, it will get cold,” it was disheartening to realize that my guest and I would be there for the long haul.

How could the kitchen have been so “backed up”, as we were told, when only three tables were occupied? The wait was ridiculous.

Even if you have room, you might not get to try a dessert. When we requested the “tres leches” (three milks) cake, we learned Paola’s was “all out.”

Planes not safe from snakes in campy thriller

Neville Flynn, because he varied enough so that there is something · for everyone. My authentic and plentiful. The McDonald’s came up with the menu items are limited but

from $8.

field day with his characteristics. Neville Flynn, because he exhibits every trait typical of a Jackson character. The same element in the overall design of the smooth-talking, scheming, assistant director appears strikingly similar to many roles he’s ever been assigned.

In the end, the morality lesson will prove you that creamy filling if you’ve never seen it before. The sassy move­

ard, the service was first-class, the amusing dog lady and even the biker guy are all there. As the snakes descend, you almost want to feel sorry for them as they haplessly flail around the screen. “Backed up” is the best way to describe his role here ever been assigned.
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BUY A BOOK,
BUILD A FOREST

CB&S Bookstore
and the National Arbor Day Foundation
will help create a new forest
of 100,000 trees when you buy used
books!

GO GREEN - buy used and recycle!

CB&S
BOOKSTORE
(407) 317-1967
www.collegebook.com

Knight's Corner
BOOKSTORE
(407) 689-7979
www.knightscrner.com

PUT YOURSELF IN THE
3 TIMES A WEEK

The CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE, your UCF student-
run newspaper, offers a great way to plug yourself into the
campus community — and, in some cases, earn extra income.
Editors, news and sports reporters, copy editors, photographers,
and advertising sales reps all help spread the word to keep the
campus informed and bring the news to you every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday during the fall and spring semesters
(Monday during summer).

We don’t require experience. But we do expect solid
judgment, a talent for written or visual journalism (even
advertising has to be smart and look good), the ability to play
evil with others, the skill to make decisions and the desire to
have an impact.

How can you get involved? It’s easy!
To join the editorial team, simply attend one of our staff
meetings, at our office located on campus (but not too far off)
at University Boulevard and Rouse Road, in the two-story
building behind Chick-fil-A restaurant and the Hess service
station. Suite 200. Paid entry-level positions as NEWS and
SPORTS REPORTERS are always available. Those with the
most experience and the ability to generate the best stories are
eligible to receive tuition scholarships as EDITORS and
COPY EDITORS. Meetings at which ideas are discussed and stories
and photos are assigned are open to all. Just show up.

To join the business team, a commitment to workplace ethics
and schedules is required. ADVERTISING SALES REPS find
and nurture their own clients in the field, while LAYOUT
ARTISTS help them create advertising that best meets those
dents’ needs. MARKETING INTERNS work in those efforts
and join in events to help keep the newspaper’s profile high on
campus and around the community. DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
play the essential role of getting the paper out to more than
100 locations every publication day. All positions, on the
business staff are paid either hourly, by commission or with a
tuition scholarship.

E-MAIL
editor@centralflorida
future.com to learn
more about joining us!

GET INTO YOUR STUDENT PAPER!
ARTIST FEATURE
•

DIVE INTO THE FLOW OF THE MUSIC

The three-piece band has added to its performance that night. "Throwing a saxophone, tambourine and flute into the musical package of the classic bass, guitar and drums fused the melodies into a hypnotic trance, making the audience follow the solos through the emotional lyrics," said John Frank, vocalist/guitarist of the band. 

Along with the highly involved fans were some important onlookers. John Frank's parents were on the scene, supporting their son for the first time at The Social. The proud parents gloated as they watched their son perform his heart out at 11 p.m., a little past their bedtime.

Having influences such as the rock gods themselves, Led Zeppelin, as well as The Beatles, James Taylor, Pearl Jam and Nirvana, the band classifies itself as indie while the sounds it produced came across as a lighter James Taylor with a touch of emo pop. Songs with lyrics such as a guy screaming that his girlfriend is "treating me like I am her goddamn Superman" and "I don't want to be the one staring down the lonely gun" clearly identify an aura while focusing on relationships. Despite the somewhat emo lyrics, the crowd seemed to dive more into the flow of the music.

An unexpected jam session broke out toward the end of the set, blowing away skeptics of the band's abilities and turning the free-spirited, relaxed environment into an unpredictable arena of musical energy spiraling around the listeners. The guys even came back to perform more songs at the crowd's request. As if the music reverberating off the walls wasn't enough noise for the crowd, people shouted and cheered over the clamor in their ears, becoming one with the movement of ideas and motions of the band, a moment every show wants to achieve.

John Frank's first album, released in May, can be purchased on the upcoming Web site of the band, johnfrankmusic.com. One of the band's singles is freely available on its MySpace site, http://www.myspace.com/johnfrankmusic, and is iTunes compatible. With the ability to reach such a diverse group of people, John Frank's performances can escalate. Future dates of local venues can be found on the MySpace site.

So the next time you want to hear a laudable rock/emo/pop local band, or want to drink a cold one and rub elbows with UCF students and maybe even a professor, check out the upcoming shows and support your local bands.
A Caribbean is a solid self-contained movie that exists outside of the fans; it made work without an obsession pricing tag, and there’s no indication that Pirates of the Caribbean 3 will be any better than this one.

Then there was last week’s highly anticipated release of Snakes on a Plane, which was scrutinized for critics as the film’s distributor, New Line Cinema, assumed that it couldn’t possibly overlap with the fines. Snakes ended up garnering better reviews and box office profits than expected.

“People are reading too much into the ‘SOAP’ genres,” Schneider said. “It was a Flack that just as easily could’ve gone the other way.”

“The film was not screened isn’t only indicative of a bad script, but that a studio doesn’t horse around, there is no evidence that critics were being hidden from us because they assume we won’t like it.”

Schneider, along with Moore and other colleagues, has decided to be willing to give a shot to most windfalls. Crash, which Liongate is preventing to consist from press, just as Warner Bros. will with its remake of The Warrior Within.

Werner Bros. did not, how­ever, hide M. Night Shyamalan’s tremendous folly, Lady in the Winter, a film in which a pre­sumption film critic character is confronted and attacked by a mythical creature, from reviewers. From before that some col­legues were laughing about at the movie’s sheer ineptitude, even to the point where one colleague stood up and began to bang his hood against the back wall of the theater.

“Lady and Snakes were two terrible movies that made for two of the best screenings I can remember,” Schneider said.

Werner Bros. also managed to underperform with its previous sum­mer releases, to a lesser degree in base with Superman Returns and to a greater degree in May with Poseidon.

There was no shortage of funny firs to take up screens and fill up theaters or fill try­ing, including The Break-Up, Click, The Fear and the Fast, Titanic Deep, Little Miss, Nue, Me, & the Annoying Policeman, Iowa 7 and Material Girls, just to name a few. Some of these films has a Return Tomatoes score higher than 60 in percent, and now have garnerned a rating above two digits when reviewed by anybody, Schneider, or Moore, who noticed that “It’s that Woody Allen line about how critics will tear up a movie just because it’s them.”

Down comes the curtain on a rather unimpressive summer slate. As Schneider said, “Ulti­mately, if any movie’s good, I don’t care if the stars are over­exposed or how much the budget was or what other movies came before it.”

With those words, heres to hoping that next summer’s line­up consists, remakes, and other tent poxes are a good deal better than this year, if not, dinosaurs could very well find cause to return as the ancient remain of the blockbuster crossed possessers.
NOW HIRING!
Restaurant Associates & Delivery Drivers

Downtown
Orlando \n weighs
Ocoee
Orlando
Winter Park
Seminole Trail

Apply in person today!

Tell the manager you heard about the opening in the Central Florida hour. Hourly schedules available — weekends or full time or shift.

GET YOUR BACKSTAGE PASS

Now Hiring!
• Box Office
• Rentals
• Events
• Operations

Positions available at ucfarena.com or 407.823.3070

FOR UNION

Looking for Top Sellers
3828 Quadrangle Blvd, Corporate Park, Suite 400 Orlando, FL 32819
407-658-3285 www.etourandtravel.com/jobs/

Day & Evening Shifts
Including some weekend hours.

ETourandTravel has been in business for 15 years. We promote a positive environment with business casual dress, full benefits, and paid training. You get paid every week, hourly + commis- sions. Sales experience preferred but not essential.

Only 1/4 Mile from UCF
Walk Ins Welcome 11:00am-4:00pm M-F

Search no more! At long last, a place you can call your home away from home. At Cabana Key, you’ll feel confident that you’re getting a quality home, in a superb location at the best possible price.

THE RIGHT PRICE.
FROM THE $100S.

THE RIGHT LOCATION.
• Close to UCF
• Located in Tuscanville
• Minutes to major expressways
• Shopping & dining just minutes away.

THE RIGHT QUALITY.
• Brand new carpeting
• Brand new countertops
• Brand new Whirlpool appliances
• Brand new ceramic tile baths, kitchens and entryways.

THE RIGHT PLACE FOR YOU!
• Resort-style pool and newly renovated clubhouse
• Outdoor grilling areas
• Relaxed, Key West style architecture
• Luxe, tropical landscaping
• Much more

$1,000 Rooms to Go Gift Card**

with the purchase of a Cabana Key Condo

CEDARWOOD
3780 Idlebrook Circle • Casselberry, FL 32702
www.cabanakey.com | (407) 739-9018

YR. HOA DUES
FREE
DEVELOPER PAYS CLOSING COSTS!
NISSAN

Close a Great deal

Spring Sales Event

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5S

Lease from $199**/MO with $2,500 down

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S

Starting As Low As $12,992**

2006 NISSAN XTERRA SE

Save Up To $3,500 OFF MSRP

MAKING THE GRADE with SignatureGRADUATE®

2006 MOTOR TREND SPORTIVITY OF THE YEAR,

NISSAN atym
til

NISSAN

MAZDA

"BUMPER TO BUMPER" LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

NEW 2006 MAZDA 3i 4-DR.

WELL EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes
AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE i

A/C, CD, Power Windows, Power Locks, Power Brakes,
ABS Brakes, Tilt Steering Wheel, Alloy Wheels

NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

A/C, CD, Alloy Wheels, Power Windows, Power Locks,
Power Brakes,

Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights! Go Knights!